Alison Cornyn co-founded Picture Projects in 1995 as a way to use new technologies and documentary photography to examine complex social issues. Over the past fifteen years, the studio has become well known for its unique use of interactive narrative in both commercial and documentary work.

The studio’s two large scale documentaries are www.360degrees.org — Perspectives on the U.S. Criminal Justice System and the Sonic Memorial Project, an open archive and an online audio installation of the history of The World Trade Center. Currently in development is a project about food politics called FOOD FOR THOUGHTS™.

Picture Projects has collaborated with Gilles Peress, Susan Meiselas, and PBS Online to produce award-winning online documentaries about Bosnia, Kurdistan and the Vietnam War. The team’s commercial work concentrates primarily on interactive installations and websites for cultural institutions such as the Women’s Museum in Dallas, Texas, The American Museum of Natural History, The Tenement Museum in New York City and Harvard University’s Schlesinger Library, and also includes clients such as IBM, National Voting Rights Institute and the Visiting Nurse Service of New York.

Honors and awards include the George Foster Peabody Award, the Silver Gavel Award from the American Bar Association, The Pew Center for Civic Journalism’s Batten Award, the National Press Club Award for Innovation, the Gracie Allen Award from Women in Television and Media, and the Webby Award for Net.art.

http://www.picture-projects.com

Picture Projects has been recognized and supported by numerous institutions, including The National Endowment for the Arts, The New York Council on the Humanities, The Open Society Institute, The Corporation for Public Broadcasting, PBS, and The New York State Council for the Arts, among others.
360degrees.org grew out of our concern about the increasing numbers of incarcerated Americans. Since 1980, the prison population has quadrupled—there are over two million Americans behind bars today. Most who are sent to prison are black or Hispanic and poor. Many policies that affect our criminal justice system are often made without substantial discussion. With 360degrees.org, we set out to create a space where people with diverse stories can come together to share their experiences and opinions and engage in a productive dialogue.

It is our hope that this site challenges perceptions about who is in prison today and why, and that it will generate ideas, big or small, about how we can make positive changes in our communities.

360degrees.org only began with the launch of the site. We worked with educators and students to develop an educational guide and a Social Action Network for schools and communities nationwide. We partner with radio producers and journalists across the country as we add new stories.

http://www.360degrees.org

I hate that sound. The key. I hate those keys, and I hate the slamming of the door. ’Cause we don’t have doorknobs, we don’t have keys, so we can’t get out. And I hate the cuffs, the sound of the cuffs. They just go sclk, sclk, sclk—I just can’t stand it. When they put them on you, you feel so cold. And the staff sometimes, they just walk around, and they play with the cuffs, and they just go sclk, sclk, sclk. I’m just like, stop—it just—I just hate—I hate it so much. It just feels like they have power over me.

When I first got here, I still had, like, all these nightmares of Lupita following me, just bleeding. She never had any, like, features, like, eyes, nose, whatever. And she would follow me and follow me, and I would run. I mean, I would go up buildings, climb up buildings. And thinking, like, she can’t find me here, and when I thought that I lost her, she was right in front of me again, with her face bleeding and asking me why—why did I do this to her? And I didn’t have an answer.

Excerpt from Cristel’s Story

360degrees.org won the Pew Center for Civic Journalism’s Batten Award, the Online News Association’s Online Journalism Award for Most Creative Use of the Medium, a Webby award for Net. Art, the Silver Gavel Award from the American Bar Association, a National Press Club Award for Innovation, Macromedia’s People’s Choice Award, and an honorary mention at Prix Ars Electronica. 360degrees.org has been featured at several film festivals and exhibits including: The Sundance Online Film Festival; The International Festival New Cinema New Media, Montréal; The International Documentary Film Festival Amsterdam; Cutting Truths at Hot Docs Canadian International Documentary Festival, Toronto; Blur at the New School in New York City; Art in Motion II in Los Angeles, California; and The Wight Biennial at UCLA.
**First Person Stories**

Over the years, we have been working with inmates, lawyers, judges, parole officers, parents, victims and others to tell their stories in their own words. Each person is interviewed or are given a tape recorder to keep audio diaries of their experiences. Each story is focused around a specific case and is told through the perspectives of 5-6 people. As visitors listen to the stories they can explore each person's personal space by navigating 360 degrees up, down and around prison cells, offices, judges chambers and living rooms.

**Dynamic Data**

For years the hard facts of the criminal justice system have been buried in specialized technical reports and inaccessible to the general public. We have designed a fresh approach to learning statistics that includes quizzes, games and interactive maps.

**Timeline**

The timeline covers the history of the criminal justice system from medieval Europe to today. A PhD student at the John Jay College of Criminal Justice in New York City worked with us to develop this interactive timeline. The timeline continues to grow as new scholars add layers and themes.

**Forum**

The forum is a national meeting place for people to discuss the complex issues of race and class in the criminal justice system. These discussions are fueled and shaped by a series of email exchanges between experts in the fields of criminal justice, victim’s rights, lawyers, activists, judges, former inmates and gang members. Guest moderators focus discussions on themes raised by each story.

**Social Action Network**

Ten small groups from the South Bronx and Lower East Side made up of high school and college students, community activists, legislators, ex-offenders, gang members and police officers discuss their personal responses to the site. Guided by trained facilitators, the discussion explores issues within each groups' community. Discussions culminate in a direct action plan decided on and implemented by the group.

---

360degrees.org was made possible by grants from The Corporation for Public Broadcasting, The New York State Council on the Arts, Creative Capital, Open Society Institute, New York Council on the Humanities and New York Community Trust. Sponsored by New York Foundation for the Arts.
Cristol served three and a half years at the Rhode Island Training School—known as “the Ritz” to the young people who are locked up inside.
The Sonic Memorial Project is an open archive and an online audio installation of the history of The World Trade Center. It contains stories, ambient sounds, voicemails, and archival recordings that collectively tell the rich history of the twin towers, the neighborhood and the events of 9/11 from many vantage points. The site was launched September 4, 2002, and continues to grow with visitors’ audio contributions.

We initiated the project following the events of September 11, 2001. We sought to use the resources of our medium and our abilities as digital documentary makers and storytellers to build a space where people could not only grieve, but also could participate in the preservation of history. In designing this as an online memorial, we also wanted to use sound in a new way on the Web—by pushing it to the forefront.

The Sonic Memorial Project is a cross-media collaboration among more than 50 independent radio and new media producers, artists, historians, and people from around the world who have contributed personal and archival recordings. To date, we have gathered more than 1,000 contributions, many of which have been woven into radio feature stories by Lost & Found Sound, the radio producers who spearheaded the project, and all of which are available on the website.

The Sonic Memorial Project is a production of Picture Projects and dots-perinch in collaboration with Lost & Found Sound.

http://www.sonicmemorial.org

“We wanted to create a memorial without the strictures of height, length, or width—a home for memories of buildings that no longer exist. It is a place where all can mourn, honor, remember, and contribute; a place to keep history alive.”

Alison Comyn & Sue Johnson

SonicMemorial.org received the first Peabody Award for an online project since the category was introduced, A Gracie Allen Award from Women in Television and Radio, The Archivists Round Table of Metropolitan New York (ART) Award for Innovative Use of Archives, The Online News Associations Online Journalism Award for Most Creative Use of the Medium, and Macromedia’s Site of the Day. The site has been featured in the SXSW film festival and Hot Docs in Toronto.
The Sonic Memorial Project

Online Documentaries

Sonic Browser

Ben Cheah Revolving Doors, WTC [Archival Audio]

0:27 [click line to close info]

Ben Cheah and Eliza Paley recorded ambient noises at the WTC in August 2001. These revolving doors sound like a heartbeat.
**Sonic Browser**

An immersive way for visitors to explore the rich and varied audio fragments and stories. The Sonic Browser is part interactive sound sculpture, part dynamic audio archive. It is designed to encourage the visitor to explore the audio traces of the World Trade Center using sound as his or her compass.

**Archive**

Because one goal of ours was to preserve the World Trade Center for future historians and artists, we built a database to house the more than 1,000 personal and historic sounds that have been contributed by the public.

**Stories**

Here listeners can revisit or hear for the first time the feature-length versions of the Sonic Memorial radio series that was produced by Lost & Found Sound and broadcast on National Public Radio. Web only stories have been produced for the site about Artists working in the World Trade Center and about the Fresh Kills Recovery Operation.

**Add a Sound**

The site is a growing archive. Site visitors can contribute their sounds or stories online or by calling the toll-free number: 877-894-8500.

**For Educators**

As part of our outreach program, we worked with educators to develop a special curriculum for high school students that enables teachers to use The Sonic Memorial Project in the classroom.

“My perception of everything was very strange. I was completely in another world. What I was hearing, I wasn’t really hearing like you would normally be hearing. It was more like a feeling of sound. I did hear—in that soup of sound—these crazy sirens, well known in New York, with police and ambulances. And I did hear some kind of wave of sound, what I’m sure was the traffic stopping and the crowd looking up.”

*Philippe Petit, French performance artist who walked a tightrope strung between the two towers in 1974.*

“It was so much a part of our lives and everybody felt the same way that I did, when you worked on it, you say, this will be here 100, 200, 500 years from now probably.”

*Guy Tozzoli, former head of the World Trade Center*

“What I’m hoping you’ll find is the sound of the revolving doors at the WTC. And it always struck me how they beat like heartbeats. There was this thump thump, thump thump, thump thump. Obviously on the West Coast we don’t tend to have revolving doors and it was so quintessentially New York to me. It was like this life beat.”

*voicemail on Sonic Memorial Hotline*

---

Funding for [SonicMemorial.org](http://SonicMemorial.org) is from The Corporation for Public Broadcasting, The New York State Council on the Arts, Creative Capital and The Third Wave Foundation. Sponsored by New York Foundation for the Arts. The project is hosted by George Mason University and is part of the Library of Congress’ collection of 9-11 Digital Archives.
The 20 million Kurds throughout the world may be the largest population without a homeland. Their images and stories scattered across the globe are all pieces to the fragmented puzzle of Kurdish history. Realizing the need for a central archive where people could add their own images and stories over time, we created akaKURDISTAN.com, an image based archive for the web. For the past six years, Kurds, historians, archivists and others have been adding, sharing and preserving their stories and history in this safe and anonymous space. The site begins to piece together some of the complexities and difficulties of Kurdish history.

This project was developed in collaboration with Susan Meiselas who spent five years poring through Western archives throughout the region of Kurdistan soliciting family photo collections and stories in an effort to reconstruct the lost history of the Kurdish people. In a place where having a certain photograph could be cause for imprisonment or even death, Kurds came forth in large numbers to add their pictures and stories to the website and to the book project, Kurdistan, In the Shadow of History.

I am a Kurdish woman, and have lived in the United States since 1977... I would like to thank you and others like you who work so hard to explain the Kurdish situation... I work in multicultural Human Services, so this website is important for me in my line of work. I am constantly teaching and lecturing about the Kurdish culture, religion, family values, etc. I just want to say that your dedication is appreciated beyond words.

Viewer Chiman Zebari about akaKURDISTAN

akaKURDISTAN was awarded First Prize at Parson’s New Media Awards and has been featured in several exhibitions: Digital Documentary’s The Need to Know and the Urge to Show, Minneapolis, MN, curated by Steve Deitz; Young Guns at the Art Directors League, NYC, NY and the New York Expo of Short Film and Video, NY, NY. akaKURDISTAN has been part of a traveling exhibition at Nederland Foto Instituut, Rotterdam, Holland, Athens, Greece and in the UK and was part of Susan Meiselas’ In History exhibit at the International Center for Photography.
akaKURDISTAN
a place for collective memory and cultural exchange

This site, a borderless space, provides the opportunity to build a collective memory with a people who have no national archive.

Featuring KURDISTAN: In the Shadow of History

THE BOOK  THE EXHIBIT

EXPLORE
Most Recent Story
The map and timeline feature photographs and stories from Turkey and Kurdistan about Kurdistan’s history and culture.

IDENTIFY
Most Recent Unidentified Image
Photographs, maps, and other objects found in the archive or used in the exhibition.

ADD
Your Story
Do you have a story to contribute?

ADD A STORY

Unknown Image Archive

ONLINE DOCUMENTARIES
We were commissioned by P.O.V. Interactive to create a website to launch with the PBS broadcast of Maya Lin: a Strong Clear Vision, an award winning documentary about the courage and spirit of the architect of the Vietnam Memorial Wall.

We approached this as an opportunity to create an online archive of stories since the war. First seeding the site with original content collected from writers, political figures, vets and anti-war activists, we opened the site to the public in November 1996. Since then, thousands of personal and intimate stories have been submitted* into the searchable database. A lively and insightful discussion ensued.

We based the design on the simple elegance of Maya Lin’s work and thematic elements—water and words. In order to generate participation from a diverse audience, we implemented a clean and functional low-tech approach throughout the site.

* An online submission form invites visitors to immediately upload their own stories and images to the archive. Faxes and letters sent to P.O.V. have been digitized and added to the database. A 1-800 number allowed people to leave their stories on voice-mail. This stories were transcribed and uploaded to the site as Real Audio.

http://www.pbs.org/pov/stories

Selected dialogue topics
- Maya Lin and racism
- Teaching about Vietnam
- Vets and non-vets—a dialogue
- Wives left behind

From Vets and non-vets—a dialogue

Tom: “I have never met a protester at all! I have gotten more from these people on this site than any time I spent at the Local Vet Center listening to war stories.”

Jed: “When was the last time you heard a politician say, “I was against the war and am proud of it?” What all of us did was some right and some wrong, things to be proud of and things to be sad about. What we never had is an atmosphere in which we can acknowledge that so we can accept it and move on.”

Re: Vietnam—Stories Since The War was written up in the library journal VRT and featured on National Public Radio’s All Things Considered. Picture Projects was awarded a Silver Medal for the design of the site from the American Society of Publication Design and Honorable Mention for Design in ID Magazine’s Multimedia Design Competition. Re: Vietnam was a finalist in the prestigious GII Awards.
I want to create spaces for people to think without telling them what to think.

-Maya Lin

We will never all agree about Vietnam. But that wrenching period has shaped many of us and has a huge impact on our society and culture. This site is designed as a gathering place for personal stories and a forum for dialogue about Vietnam’s legacy.

Perhaps today, 20 years after the war’s end, we are ready to listen to each other’s stories.

This site was inspired by the PBS broadcast on PBS about Maya Lin, the designer of the Vietnam Veterans Memorial.

Produced by P.O.V. Interactive in association with PBS ONLINE. Created by Picture Projects.
Upon returning from Bosnia in 1993, photographer Gilles Peress found American editors unwilling to publish his photographs of the violence and tragedy in Bosnia. Anxious to get this material out to the world, he approached Picture Projects with the idea of creating an online digital exhibition. Using excerpts from a letter he wrote to a friend while in Bosnia juxtaposed against his black and white photographs, we created a stark yet meaningful narrative which expresses the tragedy he witnessed.

A traveling exhibit of Farewell to Bosnia toured the country in 1996. While it was at the Corcoran in Washington DC and P.S. 122 in NYC, visitors were invited to make anonymous video letters to the people of Bosnia. The React section presents video stills and audio clips taken from these letters. Visitors to the web site were encouraged to contribute their thoughts to this section.

http://www.picture-projects.com/bosnia

Farewell To Bosnia was awarded the Milia New Talent Award in Cannes France. It has been named site of the day by Netscape, Yahoo, CNN, and Magellan. We continue to receive letters from around the world in response to the site.
Beth Sholom is a unique synagogue – both as a building and as a congregation. It is one of four landmarked synagogues in the United States and one of the few designed by an architect of the stature of Frank Lloyd Wright. The building would not exist, however, were it not for its congregation, which built this American synagogue as a unique place of worship, a place of assembly and as a place of memory. Our approach to the Visitor Center design responded directly to this inspiring story, building and congregation – its history, its present and its future.

The Visitor Center provides an introduction to the building, not only in terms of its distinct symbolic form, but that also of the significance of any synagogue which this one so eloquently understands and embodies. Following tradition, Beth Sholom is structured metaphorically and physically to house the Ark of the Covenant. It is built with light, and houses text. Throughout history, from a transient origin as a Tabernacle tent, synagogues are ephemeral as compared with the communities and texts they are there to embody. Entering the Visitor Center the visitor travels from this very abstract concept: light and text, to the symbols, real significations and physical structures of this Synagogue which very viscerally teach her/him to interpret abstract concepts into a living tradition. The building itself goes a far distance in doing this work; as a built form, it focuses on the translatability of a textual abstraction into a legible symbolic language – not of images, but of interpretable forms and objects illuminated by light.

http://www.BethSholomPreservationFoundation.org

We see visitors to the Synagogue as explorers; seekers of the multiple interpretations which are latent to the building and the traditions of its congregation. The time visitors spend in the Visitor Center and on the Synagogue tour are oriented towards the unfolding and illumination of meanings attached to the building, and also towards the narratives of the congregation and its people, who bring the building to life. This visit is about exploration, discovery and respect and provides entryways to understanding the building and the congregation as a living community with a living history.

— Alison Cornyn
MUSEUM INSTALLATIONS AND WEBSITES
We structured the exhibition storytelling into 5 components:

1) **From Generation to Generation** is an oral history exhibit that conveys the experience of multiple generations from the Beth Sholom Congregation through interactive displays that present their own words and images, vividly conveying life at Beth Sholom from the construction of the Frank Lloyd Wright building through to the present day.

2) **Beth Sholom in Context** traces three interwoven timelines; telling the story of American synagogue architecture; the life and work of Frank Lloyd Wright; and the history of the Beth Sholom Congregation and the construction of the Wright building. This exhibition is a 30-foot long canvas Timeline as well as two interactive kiosks that allow visitors to delve more deeply into these histories.

3) **Conversations and Inspiration** presents the remarkable working partnership of Rabbi Cohen and Wright through their correspondence and Wright’s architectural drawings, allowing visitors to experience the design process and the dynamic interaction of these two strong personalities in creating this landmark building.

4) **360 Degrees of Light** is an interactive installation that brings this “Temple of Light” alive to visitors through four seasons in a wide range of conditions through a dynamic, navigable interface and panoramic photography - interior and exterior - experienced through a large, high-resolution display.

5) **An American Synagogue: Frank Lloyd Wright, Mortimer Cohen and The Making of Beth Sholom**, a 24 minute documentary film, narrated by Leonard Nimoy, tells the remarkable story of the building, from the early idea of a new synagogue to its creation, and how it arose through the efforts of Rabbi Cohen and Frank Lloyd Wright.
MUSEUM INSTALLATIONS AND WEBSITES
The exhibit strategy for the *In Our Own Words: Portraits of Brooklyn’s Vietnam Veterans* derived from a photograph currently on the Brooklyn Historical Society website. It is a photograph of a person, Charles Hamm, set against a portrait of his relative. The audio track allows the viewer to listen to his story. This strategy works well on the web. Our strategy for this exhibit translates this picture into physical space.

Oral history is difficult to exhibit. It is about sound. Even as such, oral history is a kind of portraiture. How should they be displayed in the space of the Historical Society’s historic building?

As an exhibit space, the museum is filled with portraits. In the entry hall, in the hallways, everywhere. Walking around the building a viewer is instantly struck by portraits that appear to hang on almost every wall throughout the building. Our strategy, was to bring the portraits to life and update two forms of storytelling. First, life size photographs, rather than painting which are mostly from the waist up, depict the people who are photographed in their own environments.
Second, when you stand on the footsteps inscribed on the floor, the portraits, are brought to life, they talk to you. We used interactive technology and hypersonic sound such that the people in the portraits quietly narrate their own stories/histories to passing visitors. In this case, they listen to the Oral Histories of Vietnam Veterans.

The exhibition thus locates itself in this exhibit space very familiar to the existing permanent collection, but updates it with contemporary people and contemporary technology. Our goal has been to create an exhibit which expands upon the spirit of the existing exhibit strategies, and to create tension and a conversation between modern life and technology with it’s very visible past.

- Alison Cornyn and Laura Kurgan
  Picture Projects & Laura Kurgan Design

http://www.picture-projects.com/InOurOwnWords.html
MUSEUM INSTALLATIONS AND WEBSITES

IN OUR OWN WORDS: Portraits of Brooklyn Vietnam Veterans

IN OUR OWN WORDS: Portraits of Brooklyn Vietnam Veterans

IN OUR OWN WORDS: Portraits of Brooklyn Vietnam Veterans

IN OUR OWN WORDS: Portraits of Brooklyn Vietnam Veterans

Growing Up  Going to War  In Country
The Schlesinger Library at the Radcliffe Institute of Advanced Study at Harvard University was creating a traveling museum exhibition about the history of American women in business. They wanted to bring to life the untold stories of some 40 intriguing women who helped shape the landscape of American business, from 1750 to the present. Organized into five historic sections, the exhibition tells a saga grand in sweep and rich in details.

They asked us to devise a concept for the fifth section of the exhibit—contemporary women in business. After brainstorming and concept development, we proposed a video portrait gallery to tell the stories of the 10 contemporary women (including Julia Child, Oprah Winfrey and Martha Stewart). We then set about collecting all the necessary content interviewing the women, obtaining their personal photographs and memorabilia, developing a proof-of-concept prototype, and editing and creating digital video portraits for each woman.

The Enterprising Women team also approached us to develop a proposal for the exhibition website, with the goal of extending the exhibition beyond the physical presentation space and giving the content a life beyond the museum show. Similar to the exhibition itself, we decided to focus the website concept on story collection—not just sharing stories of the exhibition’s contemporary women but by soliciting stories from all modern American businesswomen to create a historical and growing archive of women’s stories. The exhibition funders, AT&T and Ford Motor Company, were excited by our concept and elected to fund its development.

http://www.enterprisingwomenexhibit.org
MUSEUM INSTALLATIONS AND WEBSITES

1776 The American Revolution

Mary Katherine Goddard (1738–1816)
Printed the first copy of the Declaration of Independence with signatures, 1776.

Hannah Bronson (1802–1880)
Rancher and land owner in California, married Pico Altos.

Mary J. Goddard (1826–1912)
Inventor and businesswoman who patented and sold sewing patterns, founded Goddard's Monthly Magazine.

Marie Webster (1850–1956)
Quilt Designer and developer of patterns for quilts.

1843 The First Women's Rights Convention was held in Seneca Falls, NY.

Elizabeth Cady Stanton (1815–1902)
Fashion designer and activist who fought for women's rights.

Alice Paul (1885–1977)
Fashion designer who fought for women's rights and suffrage.

1848 Susan B. Anthony begins crusade for woman's suffrage.

Eliza Lucas Pinckney (1722–1793)
Planter and entrepreneur who developed indigo in South Carolina.

Hannah Adams (1793–1870)
Planter and entrepreneur who developed indigo in South Carolina.

Mary Adair (1792–1881)
Planter and entrepreneur who developed indigo in South Carolina.

Eliza Lucas Pinckney (1722–1793)
Planter and entrepreneur who developed indigo in South Carolina.

Hannah Adams (1793–1870)
Planter and entrepreneur who developed indigo in South Carolina.

Mary Adair (1792–1881)
Planter and entrepreneur who developed indigo in South Carolina.

1852 Elizabeth Cady Stanton and Susan B. Anthony form the National Woman Suffrage Association.

Fanny Kemble (1809–1903)
Actress and activist known for her suffrage work.

1854 Jane Addams (1860–1935)
Social reformer and suffragist who founded Hull House in Chicago.

1868 Susan B. Anthony and Elizabeth Cady Stanton work to secure women's suffrage.

Florence Nightingale (1820–1910)
Nurse and social reformer who fought for better conditions for women in hospitals.

1876 The first Women's Rights Convention was held in Seneca Falls, NY.

Elizabeth Cady Stanton (1815–1902)
Fashion designer and activist who fought for women's rights.

Alice Paul (1885–1977)
Fashion designer who fought for women's rights and suffrage.

1879 Susan B. Anthony and Elizabeth Cady Stanton form the National American Woman Suffrage Association.

Emily Davis Field (1830–1920)
Social reformer and suffragist who fought for women's rights.

1880 Susan B. Anthony is arrested for voting in the presidential election.

Mary Church Terrell (1863–1935)
Educator and suffragist who fought for women's rights.

1893 Susan B. Anthony and Elizabeth Cady Stanton work to secure women's suffrage.

1900 The first Women's Suffrage Convention is held in Chicago.

Hetty Green (1835–1906)
Investor known for her financial prowess.

1920 The 19th Amendment is ratified, granting women the right to vote.

1930s The Women's Movement gains momentum.

1960s The Women's Movement gains momentum.

1970s The Women's Movement gains momentum.

1980s The Women's Movement gains momentum.

1990s The Women's Movement gains momentum.

2000s The Women's Movement gains momentum.

21st Century The Women's Movement continues to grow.
The Interactive Installation
We carried forward the use of portraiture used in the other parts of the exhibit and layered it with the richness of personal stories and the possibilities of modern technology. Visitors to the interactive portrait gallery see 10 animated portraits on the walls, each with a floor graphic below it showing an illustration of the woman’s shoes. When a visitor approaches the video monitor, and “steps in her shoes,” the woman’s video portrait comes to life and her story begins.

Stories
We used the metaphor of a quilt to let visitors explore the evolution of American businesswomen from 1750 to the present. Each patch of the quilt brings you to a different woman’s story about her start and success in business.

Your Stories
Here we chose to switch the focus to contemporary businesswomen by developing content to help today’s aspiring entrepreneurs achieve success and by providing a place where other women can contribute their stories to an archive of modern businesswomen’s stories.

Resources
We worked with education consultants to develop a teacher’s guide for using the Enterprising Women Exhibition and website as a teaching tool.

Games
Our experience building interactive content helped us create online games related to the content of the exhibition. The games challenge players’ knowledge of history and test their readiness for entrepreneurship.

The Enterprising Women exhibition and website were made possible by generous support from Ford Motor Company and AT&T. Additional support is provided by the Cabot Family Charitable Trust with in-kind support from the U.S. Small Business Administration.
MUSEUM INSTALLATIONS AND WEBSITES

Enteprising Museum

- Mind Your Own Business!
  - You are a postmistress in 1789. An inventor in 1859. A dotcom whiz in 2000. What decisions will save your business?
  - PLAY THE GAME

- Biz Quiz
  - Are you Ready to Write Your Business Plan? Take the Biz Quiz and find out!
  - PLAY THE GAME

- Influences and Interviews
  - Cathy Hughes talks about how from the earliest age ratio caught her attention.

- Who are the Enteprising Women

- About the Exhibition

- Resources

- Credit

- Book
Cathy Bonner envisioned a high-tech museum that would herald the contributions of women in America. It would include stories of activists, artists, inventors, pioneers — the women who have helped shape American history. The Women's Museum is in Dallas, Texas.

Picture Projects, one of the few women-run multimedia companies in the U.S. and known for unique interactive narratives, was chosen for the project. We drew on our background in art and documentary photography to enhance not only the design and concepts, but also to create dialogue with the visitors through video installations and interactive kiosks. We produced four interactive kiosks: Dream Your Career, Leaders and Innovators, Words That Changed Our Lives and Cyberspace Connection. We also researched and produced 4 digital videos that are a part of the permanent exhibit.
MUSEUM INSTALLATIONS AND WEBSITES
Leaders and Innovators
Our favorite project was Leaders and Innovators. We interviewed 20 of America’s foremost entrepreneurs and asked them about their inspirations, their challenges, and their dreams. These women sent us hundreds of personal photographs, and together with their audio interviews, we created interactive timelines and a video Q&A.

Dream Careers
For another of the kiosks, Dream Careers, we brainstormed over 140 unconventional jobs for young women. From this we created a playful interactive kiosk that challenges girls to think outside of the box while giving practical information about job requirements, salaries, perks, and pitfalls for each career choice.

Words that Changed our Lives
Visitors can choose a quote to send up a 35 foot LED sign. These quotes are broadcast to other visitors across the museum. A database manages over 140 quotes by famous and not-so-famous women who have affected our lives through their words.
MUSEUM INSTALLATIONS AND WEBSITES

Dream Your Career
Please Touch a Career Path to Start

In 1950 only 20% of wives worked outside the home.

Save Lives

Gloria Jeff
urban planner

Temple Grandin

Temple Grandin
The Philadelphia based architecture firm of **Venturi and Scott-Brown and Associates**, asked **Picture Projects** to develop a site for their company that would reflect the depth and breadth of their ideas and work. The site introduces visitors and clients to VSBA’s creative process and to their work from the early 1960s to the present: academic, civic, commercial, urban and campus planning, housing, exhibit design, thoughts, and writings.

Bright, iconoclastic, animated, whimsical, and informative, the site highlights key projects. **Venturi’s truisms** are interspersed with his doodles; Disney shares space with Harvard; a children’s museum lives next to a town square.

The site has helped VSBA offset their mailing, printing, and phone costs by providing detailed information and answers to commonly asked questions from researchers and students and has inspired more than a few new clients to call. A new section for clients is in the works which provides interviews about project development from different points of view (i.e. college president, student, librarian, etc.)

We continue to work with VSBA to develop the site and their online presence.

[http://www.vsba.com](http://www.vsba.com)

**Venturi’s Truisms:**

Good art cannot be universally liked in its time... the issue is, do the right people hate it?... Being better is a lot a matter of working weekends... Be good and pay the price... For me to sparkle I need some light to reflect off of... If we had time to write in the twentieth century we’d write less... It’s OK to be cranky if you’re perky too... There’s no place like Rome... The only thing worse than vulgar urbanism is tasteful urbanism... The ordinary and the familiar can become surprising and inspiring... Learn from now.
Picture Projects worked closely with the Tenement Museum to create an immersive experience for the virtual audience, allowing a visitor to “see” the museum and to hear about the families who lived on the Lower East Side. The Virtual Tour emphasizes the Museum’s mission of making history engaging and accessible to visitors from all over the world. The site features 360° panoramic photographs and streaming audio tours, and enables visitors to explore artifacts and family histories in depth.

The most recent tour we’ve added is the Levine apartment from 1897. This apartment provides a view into the history of sweatshops in New York City. Contemporary interviews with garment workers make us realize how far we’ve come and how much more there is to do to accomplish social justice.

Picture Projects continues to work with the Tenement Museum to develop its web presence and to provide guidance with the process of digitizing and archiving their collections.

http://www.tenement.org

The Virtual Tour was named Yahoo’s Cool Site of the Day; was featured in an article on scholarly web sites on The History Cooperative’s web site: “(The Virtual Tour’s) use of multimedia is evocative...instructive and truly interactive.” The Virtual Tour has also received praise from educator’s and parent’s groups: it was selected for inclusion in the American Library Association’s list of Great Web Sites for Kids and Family Tree Magazine recognized it as their “Site of the Day”. The Virtual Tour is the most popular feature on the Tenement Museum’s web site.
It was easy to overlook 97 Orchard Street. Tucked between two other tenement buildings, 97 Orchard Street was but one of the many tenements that sprouted up on the Lower East Side during the mid-nineteenth century.

For Lukas Glockner, though, 97 Orchard Street was more than just another tenement; it was a ticket to prosperity. A German-born tailor, Glockner was hoping to cash in on a rising demand for affordable, multi-family housing. When he bought the plot of land at 97 Orchard Street in 1883, Manhattan was beginning to swell with immigrants from Central Europe. With its modest stock of row homes and single-family dwellings, the city was ill-equipped to house these newcomers.

Indeed, though it lacked heat and running water, 97 Orchard had little trouble attracting tenants. Over the next two decades, Glockner’s initial investment—roughly $2500—blossomed into a handsome fortune. When the tailor turned landlord sold his tenement in 1906, he was able to command a $29,000 price tag for the five-story building.
Picture Projects was asked to develop a new model for online galleries featuring excerpts of interviews from the University of California's Conversations with History Archive. This site on women's rights is the prototype for this educational tool designed for college and high school students.

The website features an extensive history of women's rights, examining the turning points in this long march, the role social and political movements play in securing rights, and the ability for an individual to make a difference.

The website gives students access to these lively and unedited interviews with distinguished men and women from all over the world, as they talk about their lives and their work.

http://globetrotter.berkeley.edu/women/

Are the efforts toward progress in women's rights similar to other examples in the history of the world that have led to progress in human liberation and freedom?

Are there some common themes in these struggles?

Are there lessons to be learned from what women have achieved and how they have achieved it?

Can these lessons be applied to future struggles that you or others might engage in?
Picture Projects worked closely with New York University’s Center for Media Culture and History to create Tactical Media, a website that explores how new media technologies are strategically used to further or change contemporary social issues. The site opens with the 9-11 Virtual Case book and will house a series of other virtual case books, each organized around a key area of cultural activism worldwide.

We helped NYU develop a strategy, infrastructure and design that uses interactivity and web-based forms of publication to enable multiple authors to take part in expansive conversations on the topics, and which allows readers to simultaneously access, analyze and respond to the ideas, images, resources, and the multitude of links contained in the virtual case books.

Academics, media theorists, artists, technologists and others contributed essays to the site. A growing area of the site collects submissions about how visitors to the site define tactical media.

http://www.nyu.edu/fas/projects/vcb

Tactical media is what is when it needs to be.
Tactical media is neither left, nor right. It’s a constantly evolving set of approaches, motivated by the specific needs and interests of its makers.
Tactical media eats air, breathes underwater and lives in darkness; except when it needs to bask in sunlight, swim through air and drink wine.
Tactical media is always collectively produced, even when an individual author produces it.
Tactical media is never the dress. It is the perfect pair of earrings that go with your eyes; the smart shoes; the confident smile. It is allure.
Tactical media has an ironic sense of humor and a sincere heart.

Gregg Bordowitz

Tactical media is creative solidarity in the fight for justice and democracy: resistance to the rampant tendencies toward repression, exploitation, isolation, alienation and corporatization.

Dee Dee Halleck
WNYC Radio in New York asked Picture Projects to collaborate on its special series Six Months: Rebuilding Our City, Rebuilding Ourselves. The radio series, first broadcast in March 2002, is an audio portrait of the world’s greatest city recovering from one of the worst tragedies in its history.

The Six Months radio documentaries examine the impact of the September 11th attack as it radiated through New York. The website offers in-depth examination of the series topics, rich visual content and an opportunity to communicate thoughts and feelings about rebuilding after this seminal event.

Through the website, the ongoing stories of New Yorkers rebuilding their city and trying to re-establish a sense of security in their lives — physical security, economic security and psychological security — live on.

http://www.wnyc.org/sixmonths/

Najib: “I want to be American, but what is an American? To eat eggs and bacon? To watch Rambo?”

Shiva: “My own immediate reaction was the notion of a split screen...you compare what’s happened to what’s happened...before you came to the U.S.”

“We watched people suffer...and to watch them helplessly and not being able to do anything...it’s just...it messed me up, big time. It still messes me up,” recalls Vince.

Natalie: “No one really knows why it happened, like, I don’t know. You know why it happens but no one really understands it. But then you should use that as a way to sort of push you to do the things that you always wanted to do, that maybe you thought, ‘Oh, I shouldn’t do it, because I’m scared or something’.”
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SIX MONTHS
Rebuilding Our City, Rebuilding Ourselves

ONLINE
Select Topic

– Rebuilding Lower Manhattan
  Share Your Ideas
  Who Has the Power?
  Upcoming Meetings
  Map of Temporary Memorials
  Broadcast Info

– Immigration and Identity
  New York Magazine
  Article
  Get Involved in Your Community
  Local and National Resources
  Broadcast Info

– The Economic Aftermath
  Personal Stories
  Resources for Small Businesses
  Job Markets and Job Fairs
  Broadcast Info

– The Psychology of the City
  How Have You Changed?
  Resources for Children
  Mental Health Resources
  Alternative Healing Practices
  Broadcast Info

– Our Sense of Security
  Who Is in Charge?
  NYC’s Emergency Management
  Broadcast Info

What do you think should be built on the site?

Send us your ideas, proposals and drawings for rebuilding the NYC site. Your submissions will be shared with organizations around NYC that are collecting community input on what should be built on the site.
Filmmakers Andy Kolker and Louis Alvarez at the Center For New American Media are known for their spirited and very entertaining documentaries about small towns, local politics, and now social class in America. We teamed up with them early on to create a playful website entitled People Like Us with games (“What Class Are You”, “Identify This” and “Name That Class”), essays, and a place for viewers to contribute their stories about how ideas of social class affects their lives. Lots of submissions have come in, and the filmmakers followed up with many of them. Their stories are featured in a film that was broadcast on PBS.

http://www.pbs.org/peoplelikeus
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For best viewing results, we recommend downloading the Shockwave, Flash, and RealPlayer plugins.
Law professors Lani Guinier and Susan Sturm were interested in creating an online space for experimentation, learning and problem solving around issues of race, gender, social justice and social change. They turned to Picture Projects to work with them execute their vision and Racetalks.org was born.

The website aims to build on Guinier and Sturm’s 15-year experimentation with learning as a democratic practice and includes practical ideas and case studies from their experiences as teachers and participants in workplace, community and classroom settings. It also provides resources for more information and a place for visitors to share their experiences.

http://www.racetalks.org/

“I teach an advanced corporate law course. I took what you and Lani did in that video on race and gender co-teaching and converted it into the most successful teaching I have ever done. It was the best course in 28 years of teaching. What the students got out of this class was how to ask questions. The skill they learned was to look through the other end of the telescope.”

Jeff Bauman, Professor of Law, Georgetown

“During the last few days ... I’ve gotten a lot of [extremely positive] notes... from all types of people -- shy moderates, Federalists, progressives, African-American students, women. I’ve never gotten a response like this from a class, and I attribute the change entirely to the workshop. I felt like I learned so much about facilitating discussions, working with different learning styles, takings risks.”

Heather Gerken, Assistant Professor, Harvard Law School
Are you an educator who is seeking increased interaction within a diverse classroom?
Rabbi Miriam S. Ancis approached Picture Projects and asked us to develop a prototype online museum of Jewish culture aimed at educating the next generation of Jewish youth. We created a dynamic animated space in which to house stories and video self-portraits from teens around the world. We developed a cast of animated characters of Jewish historical figures that help initiate visitors’ interaction with the site. Leading as examples, these characters enlist children and Teens to contribute their own characters and artwork to the Toldot site to become part of its growing gallery of art and culture.

The prototype we developed presents Toldot as an alternative learning environment that enables instruction to go well beyond classroom walls. It expands on the offerings of the traditional brick-and-mortar museum: it houses musings as well as things.

http://www.picture-projects.com/TOLDOT
The **JEHT Foundation** was founded in 2000 to further the goals of **Justice, Equality, Human Rights and Tolerance**. JEHT asked Picture Projects to develop a dynamic and innovative site for youth to educate students about philanthropy and to understand JEHT’s work in criminal justice in this context. The site also asks kids to think about “What Can You Do?”

The resulting website, “**What Is A Foundation?**” juxtaposes hand-drawn elements with animated video clips of youth whose actions appear to move each area of the site forward.

A history of philanthropy provides a backdrop for contemporary giving with a pithy overview of philanthropy’s roots in ancient Greece. Kids are introduced to the people and ideas behind some of the foundations they may have heard about, from James Smithson, the British chemist whose giving in 1836 brought the Smithsonian Institution into being, to Bill and Melinda Gates with their goals for health and education today.

**What Can You Do?**

- Volunteer at a nonprofit organization or with a legislator you feel is working for social change.
- Get together with your friends and organize a small project in your community.
- Talk with your teachers about the issues that concern you. Make presentations to your class and write about them for the school paper.
- Tell a story with pictures. Make a collage based on themes that are of interest to you, or take photographs.
- Interview people in your area to see how they feel about the issues you’re interested in. Be sure to find out what causes they think are important too.
This site exhibits a selection of 120 of Sam Reiss’s photographs spanning the late 1940s to the mid-1970s from the Robert F. Wagner Labor Archives. The exhibit is based on an actual exhibit that was curated by his daughter in the late 1970s after his death. The online exhibit can be navigated either through a timeline or by subject matter. New York University’s Bobst Library commissioned us to develop this website not only to feature the Reiss collection but also to create a template for future online exhibitions.

http://www.nyu.edu/library/bobst/collections/exhibits/tam/reiss/opener.html
New York University’s Bobst Library commissioned us to develop an innovative website that would highlight their robust archives and serve as a template for future projects. The Robert Wagner Archives contains hundreds of images of the Jewish Labor Committee spanning more than 30 years. This site explores the breadth of the collection while providing a linear narrative experience.

http://www.nyu.edu/library/bobst/collections/exhibits/tam/JLC/opener.html

The JLC’s annual report for 1942-1943 began with a note of lament:
Regarding our accomplishments in the direction of halting the Jewish tragedy, we should like to express the feeling of dissatisfaction shared by all of us. No one feels that we have really fulfilled our duty ... We have cried out, focused public attention, spoken at meetings, written memoranda, participated in delegations, and—stood before a high wall.
**A. STRATEGY & PLANNING**
1. concept development
2. information architecture
3. technology planning
4. project management
5. strategic partnerships
6. research

**B. DESIGN & DEVELOPMENT**
1. brand identity
2. interface design
3. multimedia design
4. multi-platform content development
5. editorial & narrative development
6. front-end coding/scripting
7. photography, video, audio production
8. application development

**C. PUBLISHING & PROMOTING**
1. community outreach
2. audience development
3. online-offline marketing & promotion
4. maintenance strategies
5. content management
6. print strategies
**PICTURE PROJECTS’ CLIENTS INCLUDE:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>American Museum of Natural History</th>
<th>New Museum of Contemporary Art</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Brookln Historical Society</td>
<td>National Voting Rights Institute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beth Sholom Preservation Foundation</td>
<td>New York Times Online</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Center for Medicare Education</td>
<td>New York University Center for Media Culture and History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crimes of War</td>
<td>New York University Libraries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harvard University</td>
<td>New York University Theatre Department</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The International Longevity Center</td>
<td>Off Broadway Audience Builders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBM</td>
<td>Tenement Museum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JEHT Foundation</td>
<td>Toldot Online Museum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PBS Online / P.O.V.</td>
<td>University of California at Berkeley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radcliffe Schlesinger Library</td>
<td>Venturi Scott Brown and Associates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio Diaries on NPR</td>
<td>The Visiting Nurse Service of New York</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rockefeller Foundation / National Video Resources</td>
<td>Wadsworth Publishing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Alison Cornyn
acorn@pictureprojects.com

Picture Projects
76 Lafayette Avenue
Brooklyn, NY 11217

phone (212) 226.3099
fax (212) 505.7131